gives the term wider significance. He regards the constitution as the total make-up of the individual, physical and mental; and he explains that constitution in this sense is partly inborn and so may be inherited, and in part is the effect of environmental influences. Constitution to him is not a static condition; rather is it in a state of flux which varies to some extent from day to day and even from hour to hour.
Dr. Hutchison describes three components in constitution as defined by him; the first is the anatomical or morphological, the second is the physiological or functional, the third embraces the psychological, the intellectual and emotional peculiarities and reactions which the person exhibits. These three components are closely interrelated and react on one another to produce a trinity in unity, the chief integrating factors being the vegetative nervous system and the hormones acting through the blood. Anatomical differences in constitution have been determined, and the two extremes, the asthenic and the pyknic, the lean and lanky and the short and stocky, are well known.
Dr. Hutchison thinks that other anatomical divisions may be rather artificial. He also thinks that some of the attempts to give to different morphological types a diathetic significance have been rather far-fetched. He admits, however, that the asthenic type of constitution is found in common experience to predispose to such conditions as pulmonary tuberculosis, to the atonic form of functional dyspepsia and to nervous exhaustion, and that persons of the pyknic type are more subject to asthenic conditions, such as primary hypertension and the hypertonic form of gastric derangement. In referring to functional differences in constitution or the variations in 1 physiological personalityDr. Hutchison distinguishes between differences in the working of the machine as a whole: metabolism; and differences in the working of its individual parts: the organs. Unfortunately it is impossible to refer to all the subjects that he mentions in this regard; it is interesting, however, to note that Dr. Hutchison thinks that it is safe to postulate inborn or acquired constitutional differences in the vulnerability of the erythron which may determine liability to some forms of anaemia; it is certain also that there are variations in the fragility of the red cells and in the blood coagulability. The ductless glands offer the most important contribution to the individual make-up. There is, Dr. Hutchison thinks, a tendency at present to exaggerate this contribution; and most physiologists will agree with him. ' The present-day view of their importance may well be summed up 
